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Shiny - Reactivity - An overview
Jun 28, 2017 · The server function code for that example looks something like this: server <- function(input, output) # Calculate nth number in Fibonacci sequence fib <- function(n) ifelse(n < 3, 1, fib(n - 1) + fib(n - 2)) output$nth_number <- renderFunction(fib, n = input$n) # Server SideExecution

Authentication and authorization model for shinyapps.io. Setting up custom domains on shinyapps.io.

The Bureau Raid | GTA Wiki | Fandom
The Bureau Raid is a heist included in 'NFS Heat'. It is the fifth heist mission in the game that protagonists Michael De Santa and Franklin Clinton execute. In order to perform the heist, Michael may need to perform a couple of side missions (Heist Setups) to get the necessary equipment. The preparations missions vary based on the approach chosen in Architect's Plans. This approach involves...

Prepack - Partial evaluator for JavaScript
Prepack is a tool that optimizes JavaScript source code: Computations that can be done at compile-time instead of execution get eliminated. Prepack replaces the global code of a JavaScript bundle with optimized code that is a single sequence of assignments. This gets rid of most intermediate computations and array allocations.

RabbitMQ tutorial - Remote procedure call (RPC) — RabbitMQ
In the second tutorial we learned how to use Work Queues to distribute time-consuming tasks among multiple workers. But what if we need to run an function on a remote computer and wait for the result? Well, that's a different story. This pattern is commonly known as Remote Procedure Call or RPC. In this tutorial we're going to use RabbitMQ to build a simple RPC system using multiple workers. Let's look at some annotations.
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